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"Eat of the Alleghany mountains I
would do li tle or nothing. Only such
work us our friends living there see tit
to set in motion. That section nf the
United Stales, like Europe is hopelessly
lost and he average human character'
bus settled loo low for intellectual re
demption from the power of greed. In
New York city I am told that no theatrical performance is a success unless it
has been approved by the people of
London, and to beenrapport in society
east of the Alleghany mountainsone must
have his luuwe's tail cut the English

W. 11. Harvey, the author of "Coin's
Eiiiaiu:itil School," today made a statement ilial will prove to be a bombshell
w hen it reiiches the ears of
the men in
the republican party who are engaged
in engineering a scheme to defeat silver
legislation in congress.- It is as follows: regulation length. English sentiment
"I am advised that in the coming ses- dominates there. This country must lie
redeemed by the people west of the Alle
sion nf congress the gold standard
will introduce a new force bill ghany mountains and it is there ami
for he purpose of holding the southern south of the Potomac river that we must
di'iit'it-nitto the eastern idea of what doour educational work.
democracy is and weaning them from educational litet ature of an elementary
silver, thai is, to build up a false issue to character is what is needed. Nine- tenths of the literature being circulated
exclude silver.
shoots
over the head's of the people.
"A year ago not over 10 per cent of
is wanted in a systematic educa
What
the voters east of the Mississippi river
knew what 10 to 1 meant," he continued, tional campaign in the h.inds of men
who are teachers."
"and not over 1
of
-

i

s

n

per tent east

the
"How strong is the gold standard par- but west
ty?"
of the Alleghanies 50 per cent understand it.
"East of the Alleghany mountains it
"The sentiment for free coinage is is thoroughly intrenched in power.
strongest in Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa West of the Alleghany mountains and
and Michigan, Illinois, Minnesota and south of the Potomac river it is doing
North Missouri, North and South Dako- a great deal of work and its principle
strength lies in the fact that it controls
ta.
direct,
these
states a
"In
issue now the metropolitan press and exercises a
put. would carry. In Indiana and Ohio quiet hut effective influence through
there is only slight growth. This is corporations and rich men who are reowing to the dominating sentiment in garded by their associates and employes
these states of bankers and old party is- as oracles of wisdom. The secret of its
sues. In the south a singular tidal power is that all selfish class interests
wave is in evidence, as in the the west have combined to. stand together and
and the Mississippi valley, except as to crystalize into legislation the principle
Virginia. In the south the ingenious of sellishuess as affecting each class individually. This brings to the assistg
introduci ion of the race issue, now
revived, is intended to hurt silver. ance of the money power all the strong
"I am in receipt of over 100 letters corporate lobby interests, who-- e
have no moral apnreciation of
dailv. Those from the south indicate a
stubborn reluctance to drop the demo- there duty to the republic. What we
cratic party, even if a gold standard want to do is to arouse the manhood of
plank is adopted, and desire of working ine American people. Humanity is
reform in party lines and following its what is at stake. It is the plain, intelliflag, even though it he a black Hag, gent people to whom we must look.
Not so with the northern democrats. The tramp and the millionaire will fur
nish us no strength. Wherever selfish'
The silver democrats west of the
will desert the gold standard ness, either in the form of greed or vani
ty, mixes in our ranks, it has a bad ef
democracy in droves."
'"What would you advise to further fect."
Hie growth of silver sentiment in the
''What in vour opininn will the old
now understand it,

le-in-

stock-holdo-

Alle-ghitni-

rs

(),'
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parties do and hov far will they lie influenced by he financial class?"
"It is too early yet to answer that
(tiestion. I would rather say nothing
that would embarrass those who are
working inside their old parties."
"How tar has the advocacy of international bimetallism taken hold of the people in the east?"
"In New York and lioston and that section it is talked some, but it has ceased
to lie advocated elsewhere in the United
States. The shape the issue is now taking is gold standard or independent
action. The gold standard people now
feel that they could throw off all disguise,
as expressed by the president of the New
York iianker's aociatinn in this city
recently at a bankers' banquet. So, we
now hear very little about international
bimetallism. In place of international
action we now hear of free coinage of the
American product, a change in the
ratio, retiring all good coin less than $20
and making silver a legal tender to the
amount of $25, and similar specious in
tended to mislead and deceive the people,
any of which, if put in oneration, would
have the same effect to destroy simple
and scientilic bimetallism, as the opera- Hon of the present law does."
"How do you regard the situation in
Europe?"
"The law making powers of the Eu
ropean governments are hopelessly under
the influence of Rothschilds and his class.
You can expect no bimetallic laws in
Europe until after the United Slates has
taken independent action, and is rapidly
absorbing the trade of the balance of the
world. Then the European nations may
fall over each othei in their haste to
make silver money."
"France is favorable, is she not?"
"In my judgment, no. There is a mistaken idea about France. Ciass rule and
the absorption of the prosperity of the
plain people in the last decade has lieen
going on at a rapid rate, and the money
power now rules in France the same as
in other European governments. However, should we take independent action,
France will I etui England in following
our course."
"How do yon regard the situation in
the United States today?"
"We are drifting with all kinds of ideas
among the masses as to the cause of the
lack of prosperity. For instance, we
have the.sinele taxers, thesocialists.nn d
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cuts no
other propaganda who as sincerely be- ernor of this state, and ho will poll a streets of Chicago, and "Harvey
of
hour
hardly
an
Yet
at
all."
figure
lieve their theory as we, do ours. It is vote that will be surprisingly large to his
see some
one
cannot
pusses
that
day
the
the same division, dissention and rest- enemies. He is a man ot nrni convic
of his othce with a
less scattering of reform forces that has tion, is with the steel rod. As it now one walking out
always existed when despotism was, looks, it is around him that the silver bundle of books under his arm.
While the silver craze has been "dying
squeezing the prosperity out of a country. forces will rally next year. What may
500.000 copies of "Coin's Financial
out,'
We must succeed by mobilizing the re- happen between now and next summer,
have been disposed of in tho
School"
r
form forces. And it is going to be done.
cannot tell.
For the first time in the history of "the
"Are the majority of the people in east and south, and 1,000,000 copies of
all the books he has written. Asked
world, greed when transformed, a re- Illinois for free silver?"
public into a monarchy is going to receive
"Yes, if ihey can get a chance to vote if he is writing another book, he answered "no." Ten per cent of the pop
its death below. It has never been done on it."
before. But in this instance, free schools
Mr. Harvey is the one man in the east ulation of the Mississippi valley states
a love of American patriotism and the at the present time against whom the have read "Coin's Financial School."
Mr. Harvey receives letters from all
Anglo-Saxo- n
race make up the elements lances of the enemies of free silver cointhe United States, but probably one
over
will
that
give us success. There are two age are turned, and every move calculat
classes of people who are a detriment to ed to thwart him is being made, but so of the strangest was one sent a few days
a republic. One is the calamity howler. far without success. His enemies have since by a New Mexican banker. It was
He, under a wave of prosperity, would tried to squelch him and have failed, shown to The News correspondent while
swept aside ns drift-woo- d
in a strong and every effort made to destroy the he was waiting, by one of Mr. Harvey's
current of water. The other is the man effects and impressions made by "Coin's secretaries. It is from Mr. John W . roe
who puts out false lights to lure the ship Financial School" has so far had an ef of the Bank of Roswell, N. M. It seems
of state on to rocks. His object, once ieci quite tlie reverse from what was that somebody staled that he (I'oe) was
accomplished, the damage is irreparable intended. As he says himself, the more an advocate of independent action on tho
It is to this latter class that I assiga the they attack him, the greater publicity silver question and word of it reached
men who claim that good times have re they give him, ami the wider the spread Mr. Harvey. Mr. Foe discovered that
turned, and that prices are advancing of his work on the silver question, and Mr. Harvey had been so informed and
Dun & Co. made a frank admission the he is getting from them advertising that he wrote to assure him that such was not
other day in one of their weekly reports he could not get in any other way, and, the fact. He says in his letter that he
in which they said that the average de. of course, the silver cause is being is not now and never had been in favor
cline in prices of all commodities for the helped that much. His book has been of independent action, in fact, he is inlast year was 8 and
per cen t. Yet read here in Chicago and has made t clined, so his letter reads, to the gold
in the face of this a rise in cotton or greater impression than many believe standard and says he does not want his
leather or some special commodity leads Merchants and business men of the city name used in connection with the silver
News.
to a general claim of advancing prices. have bought it by tho dozen and have movement. Hockv . Mountain
A return of good times is absolutely im
sent copies to their friends, yet it must
It la Heari'li of New Spiixutltiii,
possible under a diminishing gold sup- - be said that there are some among them Try the effect of a mud bath at Las Vegan
ply and gold the only measure of value wno win not own up tho conversion to Hot Springs, New Mexico. (Jther tortus
in which prices are measured. The use bimetallism, though they will vote for it of baihs may be had there, all especially
Denenciai in riieuinatic trounies ami ills- of structural iron in place of stone and if they are given half a chance,
eases ol the blood. The cool, drv, ui.du
brick in putting up large buildings has
The feeling prevails outside of Chicago air of this resort is just the thing for
made an increased demand for iron, and and is more pronounced the further you tired nerves, and there is noibiiw so
caused that class of business to have a go away from the city. There are many restful as New Mexico sunshine, especially when supplemented by such fine
teinpurary revival, bnt aside from this, people in Chicago who know no more of service as is given at the Hotel Montezu
all reports of manufacturers doing agood the silver question than the aborigines ma, reopened June 20. This famous inn
business and increasing wages is largely did about astronomy and thev are loud cannot be excelled anywhere in tho
Southwest.
false, and where they have revived, it est in their denunciation of free coinage
Hound-tri- p
excursion tickets on sale to
has been on anticipated revival of busi- Asked why they oppose it, they will tell Las Vegas
hot Springs from principal
ness with the fall trade, and many of you that they are in favor of a sound points. Beached only over the Santa Fe
them have already seen their mistake." currency and come to question them itoiite. For illustrated pamphlet and a
"What will it cost the United States find that they know very little, if any copv of "Lai d of Sunshine,' address G.
1. Nicholson, G. 1'. A., Monadnoek
to maintain a gold standard how will thing, about it, they shindy "agree
building, Chicago.
the monomctallists explain the cost?"
un some niiiiKer, aim iry to give vou
Cured Wuh One Bottle.
"It will cost the United States two the impression that it is not. their mult
Mr. Jordou linker, Tiflón, Ga., bad
.
i...
issues oí gold bonds a year of $100,000,- - iif iuv orne ciinnce
men prominent, in
muscular rheumatism lor ten years.
000 each. It will cost the people of the public life should make the same
stait AÍ er using u li.itile of lrnmmoid's
.
T.,,l..,l
.1
.1
i.'....
...Ml!
.1.1
k, iiiii-be
for
niniri uiiidid ni ii ikiijh in losses inenis i ney no, Uioufii mev ihl'Iccí In Litilili.il!:
on .vheat, cotton and oilier prodnci,-- ; tell you ll.ai ilu-- have borrowed the.-- wroie to Uie manufacturers that he was
mi isiied he would be cured by tin' lime
.
...
i
nm mi f mil nf.uu m wl ,iin...l
"""'"(""i iniTi hi .1mu ir nun- - '
opinions i iiciiMMves a l an.. the I Kittle iwnilil lie used up. If you
cipmeii pronts in imsmess, ami in the making
statements, usitur words want satisfaciinn, insist on having Prunt-inond. i. .... i
..
. ...
. i
gem-m- i
naiiitnipicy in tne country ex- and handling weapons they do not in
Lightning Remedy. Nothing
can take its place. Send $5 to the Drum-mon- d
cept the money-lendhe will own it derstan
Medicine Co., 48- Maidm Lane,
all. The explanation the gold standard
It is this class who have, in their at, New York,
and two large liottles of the
men will make as an excuse for this is tempt to browbeat Harvey on street cor remedy
will be sent to your express adthat they want 'sound money.' The in- ners and everywhere but in his presence dress. Agents Wanted.
terpretation of England a creditor na- aided in pushing the sale of his book
Coin's financial series is worth reading.
tion ns to what 'sound money' is."
and has brought all the forces of the "Coin's Financial School," "A Tale of
"What is tho situation in Illinois?"
enemies of free coinage out of their camp Two Nations" or "Coin up to Date" may
''Governor Aligeld is the acknow- at night to try to cry down every state- be obtained at Tim Eaui.e ollice free by
Tun
ledged leader oft he silver forces in this ment he makes. "The silver crane is paying a year's subscription to
Eaui.k in allvanee. The Ixioks sell at 25
(
him
look
for
he
to
govthe
dying
stale.
next
out" is a statement lie.ird on the cents each.
1
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.
Newsy Notes of Happenings
Local.
A

UrlHt of Readable

VuritgriipliH

Purely

Genial James S. Carter, of the Silver
City National Bank, ia in an unusual
amiable mood and Bmilingly greets his
many friendo it ia a boy lwrn yesterday, the birthday anniversary oí Mr. Carter, and of more than average avordu-poiMother and child doing nicely
and such happiness as the farther is afflicted with is never fatal.
Mr. D. P. Carr, who has been acting
city marshal, will not be an applicant
before the council at its meeting this
as marshal.
week for appointment
There are plenty of applicants for the
positon from whom the council will undoubtedly make a good selection.
Cattle broke into Dr. W. H. White's
yard last Sunday night and did a great
deal of damage. The doctor had
much time and considerable money in
beautifying his place, but the improvements in the way of trees, shrubbery and
the like were almost completely destroyed.
--

s.

Wlilrh

Should Not he Overlooked
Ity Our Kciulrs.

Mexican teamsters are reaping a harvest these days selling wood for the

winter supply.
Messrs. Wiley and Harvey left Friday
for a hunt in the Burros. They were
joined there by Messrs. Jones and Barker.
The Silver City gun club has
d
practice for this season, although
there is talk of a big Thanksgiving turkey
aban-done-

shoot.
Services at the Episcopal Church next
Sunday, as usual at 11a. m. and 7.Ü0
p. m., by Rev. Edward S. Cross. All are

snt

Opening Hull.

cordially invited.

Friends and former patrons of the
Considerable work has been done on Broadway Hotel are cordially invited to
I
the streeta of this city this month. attend the opening of the new Broadway
2d.
evening,
November
Saturday
Hotel,
Marshal Carr lias been doing a good
Dancing from 8 to 12.
Work and it ought to bo kept up.
Aauon Sciictz.
,
A new time table went into effect on
A. AlMAH.VM.
the Santa Fe yesterday. The train for
Denting, El l'aso and the east now
Lerture.
Trof.
leaves at 8:15 a. m. and arrives at 2 p.
The lecture at Morrill Opera House,
in.
on Friday evening next, by l'rof. Selby,
Mrs. N. Yauney of San Francisco,
principal of the Normal school will Ite
manager of the Ariz, and New Mexico,
an intellectual treat which none of our
Viavi Co., is in town for two weeks and
people
should miss. The subject,
will give a series of free lecures to the
"English as Spoken," is one, which
ladies.

when handled as Prof. Selby can, affords
The city council has decided to rebuild amusement, entertainment and instructhe city pound and as soon as the new tion.
pound is completed the pound law will
In connection with the lecture there
be enforced. Considerable damage has will also be rendered a line musical and
been done by stock to property in town literary program by the pupils of the
recently.
Normal School, as follows:
Sonjr
"Tills Is My Proam"
The Broadway hotel will open on
Normal School I'unll.
Hullo Ouddls.
Recitation
the first of November by A. Abrham,
,,1'lerrott"
Souk
lease
for
who has obtained a
a long term
Normal School Pupils.
"English lis Spoktm"
from Aaron Schutz, the owner of the Lecture
Rev. l'rof. tleo. Sclliy.
building, on that part of the building Lullaby
"Birds oí the NlKht."
Pupils.
which Im been used for hotel purposes. Recitation Normal School EuKtine Warren.
Wti
Niiver l''or,'ttt"
"Friends
That
Souk
hotel
for
a time
Mr. Abraham ran the
Normal School I'uulls.
when it was owned by Mrs. lilack ami Pianist
Essie Abraham.
General admission, 50 cents. Tickets
always pleased his patrons. The hotel
is centrally located and has always been on cale at Porlerfield's drug store.
will patronized.

n

3

Broadway Hotel.
This Favorite Hotel has
been completely refitted
and is first class in
every particular.
Sample Room in Connection. Free Bus to and

From Trains.

Abraham,

A.

Proprietor.

6ILLETT & SON
are located in the
SILVER CITY NA
TIONAL hank build- -

ing, one block below
our former place ol
business.
Until FURTHER NOTICE
sell

Will

we

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

in cases to CONSUMERS at
These goods were In

cost.

the

basement which was

Hooded with

water, but are

not damaged In the least.

The Daughters of Rebekah will give
a masquerade ball here on the 15th of
November. This will be an invitation
ball and none but those invited will be
I desire to inform you that having purchased
permitted to participate. All will be etc. of Mr. J. A. Kemmie, Watchmaker and Jeweler,
required to unmask in the presence of business at the same place.
the committee on reception, upon preA select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC.

YOUR

CANNED

ATTENTION

PLEASE.
the stock, fixtures
I will continue the
Carried.

senting invitations and tickets. The
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING
price of admission with be $1.50 per appreciate a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
couple. A. G. Hood, C. 0. Bell and
Very Truly,
St.George Robinson are the committee
R,
on arrangements.

.J,

and will

HICKS.
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George S. Coudery and family have
Mr. and Mrs. Foraker were in the city
moved
here from Mogollón. Tlioy are
Burro
in
the
last week, from their ranch
living in the Melntosh rosidonee in the
mountains.

PERSONAL PALAVER.

of town.
Mention of People You Do and Do
Mrs. John Kilburn returned from a north part
Not Know.
Mrs. Horace Hooker is in the city in
visit to her siBter in El Paso on Thursattendance at the bedside of her sister,
day's train.
Other Interest Ihr Mutter Which Can He
Judge Joseph Boone, of Deming, was Miss Ida Hooker, whose condition shows
in the city last Saturday on important slight improvement.
Read With Profit y All Our
John Howard, the popular and handlegal business.
Townspeople.
business man of Mogollón who
some
Mrs. II. FitzSimmons is here visit
wed one of Silver City's fairest
will
soon
ing her daughter, AnnaFitziSmmons for
is
the city.
belles
in
a couple of weeks.
Homo Made candy at Win. Rose's.
Miss
and Mrs. Cook have rePotter
Bring yonr job work to The Eaole of
Horace Hooker was in the city 'last
turned to Silver City to settle up business
be
fice.
will
and
done
neatly,
promptly
It
week.
at reasonable rates.
affairs preparatory to their permanent
Fresh candies every day at Martin
Walter Pitts, who went to Springer residence in the east.
Maher's.
last week with a shipment of cattle, reDeputy Sheriff McAfee left Sunday for
E. 15. Bolton was over from Hanover
turned last Sunday.
county having in charge Esperidion
Sierra
lust Thursday.
Cunt. Cooney passed through Silver Morillo and Nestor Gomes taken over for
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges ftt
City on his way from Socorro to the trial on chango of venue.
Itwwill.uil O.
Mogol Ions last Friday.
William Conant returned on Friday's
Tom Stockton was in the city last week
from the east and contrary to all
train
Ed.
rancha
Kimmick,
substantial
from the Gila.
man of the Mimbres, was in the city Fri- expectations did not bring with him that
Mr. Kd. Dickenson is in the city again
handsome bride as was expected.
day purchasing supplies.
from his mine.
Thomas F. Conway, who has been to
Mrs. P. P. Whitehill left Wednesday
r. J. Davidson was down from Finos morning for Chicago, where she will Denver on important legal business, reAlios last wei'k.
turned last Sunday afternoon. He is
spend the winter with her sons.
Rest Kansas patent Hour for sale at
improved in health.
considerably
Mr. A. E. Atkins returned home last
.iarun .unners.
Miss Atkins, a former resident of this
week, from Triiiadad, O lorado, where
I. J. Martin was down from the Mo
place, but who has been residing in San
she has been visiting her sist,er.
gollons last week.
Beautiful line of Suits at. the Ten Cent Francisco foralioiit. eight years, returned
Herbert Martyr and Con. Nolan visited Store. To make room for new goods, we last Sunday for a visit to her brother,
Deming last week.
offer clothing at "i cents on the dollar. Mr. A. E. Atkins.
Win. Dorsey was down from Finos
Baxter Bishop is absent attending
John II. Talbot and wife, of Denver,
Alios last Saturday.
court in Sierra County, having been arrived in the city last Sunday afternoon.
Win. Swancoat was in the city last summoned as a witness in the Morillo Mr. Talbot was snt down to examine
case.
week from Hanover.
some of the mining properties at MogThe onlv place to get fresh home ollón bv D. II. Mollit,
Mrs. Day ne returned from a visit to
made candv in Silver Citv is at Wm.
Kl Paso on Thursday.
Hose's, next door to Abrahm's barber
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Munson were in shop.
the city last Saturday.
J.J.Sheridan, deputy cilledor und
Don't read our neighbor's paper but assessor went to IJillslioro on SunTBN CKXT STORE.
subscribe lor Tiik E.uii.E.
day's train, having been summoned as a
Drives in DRY GOODS and
Max Sehutz returned Thursday from witness.
CLOl'IIING!
a business trip to Denver.
Judge G. D. Bantz relurned from Santa
Special Bargains in LADIES',
J iit received a new line of Tin and Fe on Thursday's train and left Sunday
and" CHILDREN'S
Granite ware at Robinson's.
morning toattend court in Sierra County GENTS'
SHOKS.
William Stockton was a prominent at Hilltdioro.
cattleman in this city last week.
Also a full line of GLASSC. M. Marriott, returned home from
and ( ROCKERY.
Con White hill keeps the best lino of the east last Saturday
WARE
afternoon. Hi
fruits, next door lo express otlice.
We
sell
everything
CHEAP
le't his family in the east well and enDistrict Attorney Harlleeleft Sunday joying themselves.
"OR CASH.
morning to attend Sierra County court.
No Chinese help employed at thcTiin-meWANTED-A- N
IDEA JSEftfiS
Our stoves have arrived. Come and
s
American rook thing to patent? Protoet your liten ; the; may
house. A
see iiu ni.
M. W. Neíf.
bring you wealth. Write JOHN WEDDEIt-BURin charge of the kitchen and the d
& CO., Patent Attorneys, Washington,
room service
excellcn'.
Ans Gertrude Scott came over from
O. C, for tkolr 1,KUU prize oiler.
San ;. R. .a, hisi r'n. lay tosee her mother.
Tims. F, Conway, Vice Pres.
.1. W. Caki'iík, Cashier
Mr.
Faso Joiix RitocKMAX, Pres.
. litirdick went to El
r

lirt-elns-

N

i

i.

last week on
day.

atrip, and returned

on Fri

Canarv and Mocking birdcages

the

on iv (limpíete line in the city at Rob

n- -

son's.
William Kemp left Thursday morning
for (he east on an important mining mis
MOM.

lio to Con
candies.

Whitehill's,

for

fresh

353 9.

The Silver City National Bank
SILVER CITV, X. M.
CAPITAL $50,000.
Ailrn:i ra wa

DEPOSITS

SOUi-iTEl-

SURPLUS $14,000.
l

on GnU nix SUrcr Ihtllion.

ICXVHASUE F0Ü SALE.

T.MK

EA(íLK: WKDXKSDAY,

The Operetta.
The operetta, "Golden Hair and the
three Meara," given in the new Morrill
oliera house last Thursday evening, by
home talent under the direction of Mrs.
L. B. Morrill was a highly successful
and very enjoyable affair. The attendance was large, the nuii-iwell rendered
and catchy and each and every participant performed bin or her part beyond
criticism. Miss Bessie Hood, as "Golden Hair," sang admirable and proved
herself an actress of very considerable
ability, and it might be added, never
looked ptettier. Mrs. Hood as Queen
Bang as she always does, very sweetly!
and was a favorite with the audience.
Mr. George Hauser Silver City's favor-i- t
singer took the part of Bard to perfection.
All the little ones in the
choruses did remarkable well, and the
three bears, Messrs. Oakes, Herbert
Bishop ami Warren furnished plenty of
amusement. It was one of the most successful entertainments ever given in Silver City. The complete cast follows:

Cast OfCiiaiuctkbs.
Woodland

Queen

Faithful
Airy
Lltflitfoo.
Frailty
WIIMMhe Wisp
Hard
Ullf Hrulii
Mammy Mulf

.

hif

tiolclen Hair
CnoKUS OK

Mrs. A. 0. Hood.
Lou Warner.

I,,,.. Humes.
Alice Green.
Mury Eekles.

Shoemaker.
(iconic Hauser.

Mary

E.

Oiikes.

Herbert Hlshop,
r.MKCin o iirrcii.
Hessle Hood.
I'OKKST C'Ull.DKKN.

i
l
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A. C. Winham, J. D. Witt, T. L.
Stockton, Sr. T. L. Stockton, Jr., Cal.
Castlio, and Alex. Martin were some
prominent cattlemen in Silver City last
week from the Lower Gila country.
They were superintending the shipment
of about eight hundred head oí cattle
from the Gila ami Tine Ciénega to various points in the east.
Professor Selby will deliver a lee: tire
in Morrill opera bouse next Friday evening on the subject "English as She is
Spoke," for the benefit of the Episcopal
church. Prof. Selby is a most entertaining and interesting speaker and with
such a subject a rare treat is promised.
Several thousand head of the Mexican
cattle now coming in while the quarantine is rained will be placed in this county for grazing until the spring, and quite
a lot of money will thus be brought into
circulation.
Probate Clerk E. M. Young undertook
to conquer the festive bicycle last Thursday and as a consequence has been limping about with a sprained ankle. He has
not abandoned the conquest.
A. E. Martin, of the Mangus, 8hiped
100 head of cattle from Deming last week
to Texas, where they will graze during
the winter and le placed upon the market
in the spring.
Postmaster Skelly is improving rapid- lv- and although he will be conlined to
hia home for some weeks, is beyond dan- ger. this will le glad news to his
many friends.

Under the Knife
the surgeon there is no more acute
suffering than people endure every day
with Rheumatism. Distorted and withered limbs mark its ravages everywhere.
Dr. Drummond's Lightning Remedy for
Rheumatism has a remarkable record of
cures not only relieving the pain, but
restoring all the functions of the crippled
limbs. Send $5 to the Drummond Medicine Co., 48 Maiden Lane, New York,
and the full month's treatment of two
large bottles will be sent to your express
address. Agents "Wanted.
Of

people

II Sil 11
AUK

FAILED

THOSE
TO

WHO

HAVE

TRADE

WITH

BISHOP.

BAXTER

WHOLESALE AND

RETAIL

Dealer In
Cussle Holers. Kttn Srluit. Lllllu Clayton,
FRUITS AND CON FECTION E R Y
Hlanche Ulcus, Greta Shoemaker. Maln'l
Hood. Anna I'ltzslnimons, Hazel Hyde. Katie
night. A numHallowe'n
Cigars, Tobacco, Notion, etc.
Crawford.
ber of private parties will be given and
Book, Stationery and Pethe sweet maiden will apply the ancient
The goosebone is nearly all white this
riodicals of all Kinds.
tests to discover the idenity of her future
year, and the result will be that snow
husband.
will be on the ground from early in
There are thus far nine applications
December until late in April. A long,
NEW MEXICO.
Ml.VKR tiTY,
for appointment as city marshal.
cold winter, tilled with blustering

POSTOFFICK

STORE.

storms,

is ahead. There are other signs that
conlirin this. Corn husks are unusually
thick, and chipmunks and woodchucks
are already fat enough to kill. This according to eastern weather prophets.
Hicks, the weather guessers, announces that January, 18!)."), promises to be a
very extreme period of winter storms
and cold. The same causes will then
perturb and'.irueiisify (he elements that
existed at the time of the, detractive
colli wave in February. 180."), with the
exception that Jupiter has lost, his
force overbite situation at
that time. He who provides bountifully agaiiiHt severe winter storms and
greal cold, even far to the south, will
find that all outlays at all within reason's bounds will bring him corresponding reward.

B. T.
COK
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TOU
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1)K ÁDK .COk VOX
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LINK,
Proprietor of the

PEOPLE'S

EAT"
),

ARKET

Will constantly keep on hand the choicest

Beef, Pork and Mutton.

Col. S. P. Carpenter has lieen appoint
ed receiver of the Sapello Cattle company as a result of some litigations Also a full line of FRUIT.
affecting the Lindauer interest in the

Oysters, Fish and Game in Season.

corporation.

We solicit your patronage

BULLA RD ST., SILVER CITY,

AT.

M.
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SHORTAGE
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Inquiry

IN

SILVER.

for Silver In Chin

And Jnnan,

The best authorities on silver look for
a steadily improving demand (or the
metal (or some time to come.' The willingness of Japan to accept the indemnity
from China in silver contrilmted largely
to the improvement in its price which
has been noted during the last (ew
montliH, and the accumulation of the
metal in London will goon, in order to
complete the installments of indemnity
at various dates o( payment.
Doth China and Japan are showing increasing inquiry for silver, as the large
amounts of the metal distributed by both
countries in payment for war material
and supplies have been diverted to India
and other silver countries.
The recent advance in the price of silver caused by the sharp demand for ac'
count of China and Japan has established a scarcity ot the metal. Mr.
Townsend, of the Hong Kong and
Shanghai' Hanking corporation," expressed the belief that any accumulation
of silver at London has already found
employment. London stalistics show
that there has leen a decrease this year
in the importation of silver into England of 8,000,000 o nces, equivalent to
about
1,000,0000 sterling. This year,
also, there will be a large decrease in
importation of silver into Washington of
')1,000,0J0 ounces as a result of the
of
repeal
the
Sherman
law.
This indicates a decrease in the production of the white metal of about
ounces. The requirements for
China in silver in connection with the
indemnity payments to Japan will extend over at least two years.
Mr Townsend states that silver ordered two months ago has only just
Ix'en delivered. The Silver smeller are
said to be sold ahead for Iwo months.
Washington. The appropriation for
the loss on recoinage of worn and
silver coin for the current llscal
year is exhausted ami as it is the Intention of the secretary of the treasury not
to resume at present the coinage of silver bullion purchased under the Sherman act, instructions have been given
for a furlough without pay of nearly all
the force .employed at the New Orle-inmint. The treasury holding' of silver
bullion purchased under the Sherman
act amounts to
line ounces,
of which was !f 124, 080,:i2:t. If
this bullion were coined into silver dollars the profit to the government on its
con, age would lie nearly $54,000,000.
.

s

!!&.

SO,

The date for the sale oí the Atchison
system has been fixed for December 10th.
That is the sale will take place then if
the parties interested, and especially the
trustees, can get ready. The attorneys
for the trustee, the Union Trust company, of New York, says that they can
have everything in readiness for sale at
that time. The sale will be made at
Topeka, by Judge J. D. Johnson, master in chancery, and the purchase price
will be paid. Judge Caldwell will be
there, and directly after the sale, the
order of confirmation will be made.
The road will then be in the bands of
the
committee, who will
select the first board of directors. This
board will select the first olllcers of the
company, which will be known as the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railroad
company. They will elect the usual
officials of the road. Until the board of
directors shall be selected, it is only a
matter o( speculation who the officials
will be.

Sigmund Lindauer of Deming, gave us
a call Monday on his way to Las Cruces.
He say he is going to quit New Mexico,
as the same amount of intelligence and
labor expanded, A'ouid make one an
easier and better living in any other
part of the United States. Rincón
Weekly.
The members of the Methodist church
have placed a handsome upright piano
in the church, which will be of material
assistance in the rendition of church
music.
Charles Bagby, an old tinier in Silver
City, has rented the corner room in the
Broadway block ami will open a first
class saloon there next month.
EVERYTHING GUARANTEED.
If you want to dress with taste and
elegance, write anil secure the fluency
for the Guarantee Tailoring Co., 21o 217
Grand St., New York. See their adver- tisement in this paper. They are the
lending tailors in the metropolis have
six stores in the United Stales, and are
perfectly reliaole.

On October 29, the Santa Fe route
inaugurated new and strictly limited
firsl class service to Southern California.
The California Limited leaves Chicago
at 6.00 p. m. daily, reaching Los Angeles
in three days and Sun Francisco in three
and one-hadaw, a saving of half a
day. Equipment consists of a superb
new vestibule Pullman palace and compartment sleeper, chair car and dining
car, through to Los Angeles without
change. This is the fastest and most
luxurious service via any line to California.

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT

Proprietor Graham, of Hudson Hot
Springs, expects to open his new hotel
and sanitarium the first part of December, and is arranging to take plasterers
from this city to attend to that, part o(
the work. The hotel will accomodate
from 1Ó0 to 200 people ami has a bath
house 28x')2. The healing will lie by
hot water from the spring. When the
hotel is ready for opening, there will he
from El Paso. El Pa-- o
an excur.-ioHerald.
The ladies of the Methodist, church
will give a supper in November during
court time lor the pnrpo. e of raising
needed fu
.
n

r.s
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NoTAIlY PUIU.H'.
Ofllcc lit

I'ost-ofllet-

).

SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
FLEMING CATTLE CO.
Range

:

Fleming
vicinity..
l'ostollici

aid

.

Silver Citv.
N."M.

:

GUADALUPE

BOOT&
!CUOP
O fl C
i

.'

'I

MENDOZA,

;':

,RoM,T,'Y ,,OXF"
riMisoiiiiMt'. muí

I'rliM-- s

1

MAlXUn,'!

Sl,l

011

Market

SI

reel.

CLARK- WHITSON-LEITC-

H

1:57,01-1,00-

lln-cos-

music co.
EL

'.ISO, TEXAS,
Suit Fmnfimi St.

ALIWQUEHQUE, X. M.,
203 lUtHnxul Arerue.
The special dance given in Xewcomb
hall Friday evening was a success from Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
every point of view. The attendance
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
was large, the music first class and the
Write them for catalogue of new stvle Piano, Twin
enjoyment unlimited.
11!)

y
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wan not ready, the case went over until some other means.
Thursday morning. After Mr. Otero's
Stephen B. Elkins formerly a well
answers had been filed the court con- - known resident of this territory, but
Editor Hughe
Gets Sixty Days in iluded that they were satisfactory ami now a prominent republican politician
Jail for Contempt.
discharged the defendant. The court of West Virginia, was here last week.
Whether his visit had any political
then adjourned.
The Catron Chkc Concluded and the 8u-The court met today and rendered significance was not made public, but
mne Court Adjourned for
the decision in the Catron case. Much it is to be presumed that he was not
ho Turin,
speculation had been indulged In by the idle while here.
residents of this place since the close of
The board of capitol building commisSaxta Fe, Oct. 28. The supreme court the trial, but nothing definite could be sioners had a meeting on Saturday at
of the territory concluded the work of
ascertained. Judge Bantz left his vote which the plans for the new building,
the term, with the exception of render- with the clerk of the court as he could which have been prepared by Architect
ing a decision in the Catron caso, last
Rapp, were submitted and examined.
not Ik) present
Thursday and adjourned until today to
Many thought that the court would be The plans are elaborate and contemplate
meet and render a decision in the caHe.
niucli more commodious ana nanu-feequally divided on the question and a
Chief Justice Smith was too ill during
some
structure than the building
of
absurd
all
who have believed
the
the last week of the court to sit for any
about the case being one of pol it- -' troyed by fire. The expense of conconsiderable length of time on the bench,
consider-thical persecution, ventured the opinion strutting the building will be
and it was for this reason that the passby
voted
amount
bly
more
the
than
the court would be unaninous for
ing of sentence on Thomas Hughes was
though
the
even
legislature,
the
last
ill
who
was
Judge
Smith,
conviction.
deferred until last Wednesday. At the
during the trial, took no part in the brick tie furnished from the penitentiary
Wedof
afternoon session
the court on
case and only three of the 'our judges without cost and the labor about the
nesday the court sentenced Mr. Hughes
who sat in the case were present at the building be done by convicts. Such a
to pay a fine of one dollar and the costs
rendering of the decision. The court structure as Is proposed would cost not
in the case and to be imprisoned in the
house, on Palace avenue, was thronged b's than $400,000 if all of the material
United Stutes prison at the territorial
when the decision was rendered and bad to be paid for and if no convict
penitentiary for the period of sixty days.
restora-Hamiltwas acquitted. Justices Collier, bor should be employed in the
The sentence was pronounced by Chief
and Bantz were for acquittal t'u' ' t building,
Justice Smith and after it hud been pro
Some of the commissioners did not
and Justice Loughlln was for conviction
nounced the attorneys for Mr. Hughes
rendered a dissenting opinion. The feel that the necessity existed for so
and
asked i hat the sentence bo so modified
sympathizers are jubilant, while pensive a structure as was contemplated
as to allow Mr. Hughes to be confined
of the residents of this city who in the plans and there will lie some
many
in the county jail of Bernalillo county
are familiar with the caso were much modifications In the design. The stone
The matter was taken under advisement
which was used in the old building will
surprised at the decision of the court.
and a recess was taken by the court
which
land
be utilized in the first story of the new
claims,
of
The court private
until 7 o'clock in the evening.
met here on tho 7th inst., held sessions structure and pressed brick with stone
When the court reassembled after
until last Thursday afternoon, when it triinminifs will be the material used
supper there was a larger attendance
adjourned un'l next term. Very little in the second and third stories. AH of
than usual. As soon as the judges had
has been done in this court since it has the material will be furnished practical
taken their places on the bench, the
been in session this month and it is ly without cost to the territory and most
was made that the sentence
quite probable that there will not be of the labor will be done by convicts, so
of Mr. Hughes would be so modilled as
any very Important business before this that the new building will cost proua- to allow him to bo confined in the comof bly not more than a third as mucn as it
the
remainder
court during
mon jail of Bernalillo county for the perits existence. Most of the important would if all the material had to be puriod of sixty days, the se ntence to comland grant cases have been tried but chased and all tho labor on the building
Mr.
day.
mence on the following
there are somo of the claimants who had to be paid for. ihe restoration oi
Hughes was then delivered into the cusseem to be anxious to put off the trial of this building at Santa Fe will settle the
tody of United States Marshal Looinls
their cases as long as possible. What capital question, in all probability, for
who took him to Albuquerque on the
the motive for this is can only bo a mat. all time to come. The people of Albu- night train,
ter ot conjecture. It Is possible that qnerque had an opportunity to get the
As soon as the Hughes matter had some of them, realizing that they will be capital but wore not willing to go to any
bean disposed of, the announcement was unabp to establish their claims in this considerable expense In order to get it
made by A. A. Jones, of the committee court are fighting for time until the and now they can blame themselves for
appointed to formulate charges against court shall expire, by act of congress or their shortsightedness.
Thomas B. Catron, that the prosecution
would submit its case without argument.
This was followed by an announcement
by Judge Fall, of counsel for the
that the defence would also sub
mit the caso without argument. The
judges retired for a few moments to the
consultation room and when they re
R-IPAN- S
turned the announcment was mude that
the decision in the case would 1 ren
dered on Monday following, when the
ONE GIVES RELIEF.
court would reassemble for the purpose
the
in
of handing down the decision
matter.
The contemot case against Page B,
Otero was then railed, but as the defence

THE SUPREME COURT.
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des-stori- es
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ered otherwise than as a complete
vindication. If the court had heen
Published every Wednesday Morning by composed of men of the opposite
political faith, there might have
A. J. LOOMIS.
been some ground for saying that
Entered Ht the postofflce at Silver City,
N. M.. for transmission throu(,'h the malls at lis
political friends had applied a
second class rates.
of whitewash for political pur
coat
Olfloe on Yanklo Street between Texas and
Arizona Streets.
but the certificate of charac
poses,
Advertlslni? Kates on Application.
ter which has been given him by a
Subscription Rates, Postage Prepaid!
One year
$3.00 democratic court cannot be said to
Six months
l.oo
jó
Three months
have been given for political reasons.
Mr. Catron has escaped very luckSILVER CITY, N. M.. OCTOBER 30. 1805,
ily from a pretty serious
Silver
Lend

.

CATRON

..67
.3.15

ACQUITTED.

The result of the Catron trial
told in our Santa Fe communication,
is hardly such as would justify the
charges which has been made by
some of the republican papers of the
territory that it was a case of
political persecution.
The fact is that from the very first,
there has been not the slightest
reason for such a charge and abso
lutely no foundation upon which
such a charge could rest. The
judges, in the trial of the case,
have studiously avoided even
semblance of partisanship and it
has even been intimated that, in
their anxiety to avoid all appear
anee of hostility to Mr. Catron, they
have gone further than they other
wise would have done.
It is certain that a largo major
ity of the people of Santa Fe are
convinced that Mr Catron deserved
punishment for his conduct in the
Borrega case and they are pretty
well posted in the matter.
Of
course the fact that a conviction on
the .charge would, to a very' great
extent, discredit our delegate at
Washington lias not been lost sight
of and many, who otherwise would
have been gbid to have seen the
case decided differently, thought
lit tli is time it would be better
to let Mr. Catron down easy. There
are those, too, who never have
that Mr. fCatron was guilty
of any misconduct in the Borrega

r.urj--

hardly be questioned by any one,

in view of the facts surrounding
the case, and while Mr. Hughes
has the sympathy of his brother
editors, they are not likely to say
that the sentence which has been
imposed is undeserved.
Newspaper men ought to be intelligent enough to know that the
dignity of the courts must be preserved, and it is fair to presume
that they are fully aware of the
importance of enforcing respect
when an editor so far forgets himself as to suffer the newspaper of
In the great snipe hunt which
which he is the editor to libel the
was concluded at Santa Fe last
court.
Monday it looks as though Tom
my Hughes had been left to hold
Since a warrant was issued for
the sack. Had he been less zealous Thomas Hughes for perjury there
in fighting the battles of Tommy has been a great deal said about
Catron he might not have been the article which was published in
boarding with the jailor of Berna- the Albuquerque Citizen on the 9th
lillo county.
i nst.
It seems to be the general

coy TEMPT

OF

count

The sentence which was passed
upon Kdiior Hughes of the Albuqu
erque Citizen, by the supreme court
of the territory last Wednesday at
Santa Fe, will undoubtedly have a
tendency to make the newspaper
editors of the territory a little more
careful about what thoy publish
concerning the courts of Jhe territory.
The sentence which was passed
was not more Hevere than had been
expected by most of the newspaper
men of the territory, but it was
thought by some of them that the
punishment would be by fine rather than by fine and imprisonment
as was decided upon by the court,
and it is hardly probable that Mr.
Hughes contemplated serving a
sentence of sixty days ii prison.
The sentence of the court was probably more severo than it would
have been if Mr. Hughes h:id disclosed the name of the writer of the
article, but if the editor of the Citizen knew who wrote the article, he
chose rather to bear a severe punishment than to disclose the name
of the author who1, must indeed le
case.;
r suffering from remorse of conscience,
The fact that .t democratic court, if he has a conscience, while Mr.
by a vote of three to one, decided to Hughes is serving his sentence in
acquit Mr. Catron of the charges the jail of Bernalillo county.
The justice of t!io sentence, will
made against him cannot be oonsid- th.-it- ,

lt5.

opinion, among those who have
been trying to keep pouted on the
matter, that Neill B. Field is the
author of the article in question.
Mr. Hughes stated, according to
the sworn statement of Mr, Charles
Flinn that Mr. Field wrote the article, and he is said to have made
this statement to others, but while
he does not deny that he made the
statement to Flinn, he says that he
does not remember making such a
statement to Mr Flinn and in when
intervewed in the Bernalillo county
jail said, that "if I did make any
such statement to that gentleman
it was made in a jocular way and
tone, and was not intended tobe believed."
This statement is about as satisfactory as other statements which
has been made concerning this matter by Mr. Hughes. Mr. Field" disdained to deny "that he wrote the article when the matter was up before
the supreme court, but it may be that
there will be some interesting developments before the end of another month.

Let the City Council appoint a
man for marshal who will enforce
the deadly weapon act, and who
will keep sober at all times. There
is plenty of good material from
which to make a selection.
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Fargo's $2.50

The McKinley bureau in New
Tom Hi'Ohks discovered "upon
Mexico is hard at work trying to invistigation" that his leading edgain supporter for the great pro- itorial of Oct. 9th, a column and a
tectionist. Some of the figures half in length, actually "appeared
which the McKinley organs in the as an editorial." An old darkey
and
territory print would make a man was caught in a chicken-yarof average intelligence doubt the when his hat was knocked from
old adage that "figures never lie." his head, three chickens were disIn spite of all the lying protection- closed. "I'clar to goodness!" said
ist papers can do, the wool growers the colored gentleman, greatly
of the territory can never be made
"Dem chickens must have
believe
to
that they did not get the a dumb up de leg ob my trousers.
lowest price for wool they ever got
Independent Democrat.
4
if
under the McKinley tariff law.
Knowing that while the McKinUAUNAW.
It is a pity that the supreme
ley law was in force they got the
court did not get the fellow who
lowest prices for wool which they
wrote the libelous article which
were ever obliged to take, it will
was printed in the Citizen before it. C. H. FARGO & CO. mfk.
MARKCT ST, CHICAO.C
require a great deal of juggling He ought to be taught a lesson.
with the truth to make these voters There is one consolation, however, For Sale by
rally to the support of Mr. McKin- and that is that no other contempley. Col. Morrison, the great tin
tible coward will be able to get his
plate orator, may talk protection un- libellous articles published in any
til his gentle voice grows squeaking of the newspapers of New Mexico
and will never succeed in launch- for some time to come.
Furnished Rooms, single
ing a protection ship with McKinley for captain on the troubled
and en suite. Renovated
Editor Hughes gets off easy
sea in New Mexico. If Col.
Elegant
refitted.
and
Morrison wants to make himself enough, but how about the other
sample rooms for Compopular with the republicans of ellow, he who wrote that dirty
mercial Travelers.
off from ambush
New Mexico, and with all of the screed and fired it
free silver men, he should at once in Editor Hughes' paper? What
Strictly First Class.
to
commence work on a Cameron manner of man is he thus permit Special rates by the week
his journalistic friend to suffer for
boom.
or month.
?
Only a cringing
his
Santa Fk is going to have a ju- coward would remain silent under
Mrs. H.
dicial banging on the 19th of next the circumstances. New Mexican.
Proprietress.
month. It will be the first legal
execution for Santa Fe for many
IB
Although a number of
years.
murders have been committed in
the county of Santa Fe within ths
or thirty years,
past twenty-fiv- e
not one of the murderers have been
YnTTH ORDERS for Hleh Grado Sewinc Machines. Bicycles, Vehicles, Baby C
legally executed. In some instan
s
Carriages, etc., placed with local and retail dealers witri tnree iosix
ces mobs have done the work, but
profits, or with the old reliable CASH BUYERS' UNION, with only
one small profit above actual factory cost. If you are a money saver there
most of the murderers have either
can be no doubt as to your decision. Write to day for one of our illustrated
been allowed to go free or have been
catalogues and note the unapproachable bargains we aro offering 80 different style Sewing Machines, ranging in price from 88.00 to 830.00 Bicycles,
in
the
terms
pen
sentenced to short
all stvles and prices, from 810.75 to 875.00. Those of the latter price being
tquai to wheels sold by agents and dealers at 8125.00. We show 150 designs
itentiary. It begins to loóle us
In Baby Carriages the latest, the handsomest all new patterns, many
though crime would be punished in
direct importations. We handle everything under the sun In the
New Mexico in the future.
VEHICLE ANO HARNE8S LINE, BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, PHAETONS, ROAD WAGONS, CARTS, HARNE88, SADDLES, ETC.
prices out of reach of competition.
at
The decision of the supreme court
IN PIANOS AND ORGANS we show an
in the case of Vialpondo and Chaves
endless variety, at only 10 per cent, above
actual cost to build. In writing for cataSanta Fe county murderers, will
logues, state which to send, aa we have a speBorregas
the
not tend to reassure
cial catalogue for each line. Address iu full
and their partners in crime. These
CASH BUYERS' UNION,
fellows are more than likely to
B Í7.
W. Van Buna St., CHICAGO, ILL.
o:
close
stretch hemp before the
mTTTTTTTTTfnTHI
another summer.
d,

W.

...Shoes...
0

C.C. Shoemaker.

Soutliern Hotel.
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ALTOS DEAL.
Conitemplated

Mining Sale.

Big

the Elkhorn mine, Mon., to examine the
property on their behalf, and they are
now awaiting his cable report thereon.
The purchase price of the property is
$165,000, one-ha- lf
payable in October,
the balance in December. Tho directors have probaply sufficient funds at
their disposal to purchase, develop the
Western Australian property, but to
purchase and work the New Mexico property, also further capital to the extent
of at least 50,000 must be forthcoming,
and the directors believe that the best
method of raising thisjamount will be by
a reconstruction of the company on the
following lines:
The present company to be liquidated. A new company to be formed
with a capital of 150,000 in 150,000
shares of 1. The new company to purchase from the old the whole of their
assets for 60,000 fully paid-ushares,
which will permit of an allotment of
one fully paid share in the new company for every five shares now held, and
a balance of two thousand shares to
cover cost of liquidation, etc.,
60,000.
The new company to offer for subscription to tho present holders in the first
issue 60,000 shares or
60,000, leaving a balance for furture iistie of 30,000;
total 150,000.
Should this proposition be carried out,
the working capital of 60,000 so pi ex
vided, together with tho cash and liquid
assets, say 13,000, taken over from the
old company, would be disposed of as
follows: Acquisition of the Roll & Stevens mine, say 34,000: machinery and
improvements on same 16,003 leaving a
balance for workingcapituland purchase
and development of the West Australian
property of: Balance of fresh capital,
10,000; cash and liquid astets from old
company 13,000; a total of 23,000.
There would also remain an unissued
balance of 30,000 shares as stated alsive,
which would bo available for the further
development and equipment of the
Australian property and tho acquisition
of other claims adjoining the Boll & Stevens property, which latter purchase may
hereafter be considered desirable. These
assets would consist of: Assets and
tailings taken over from old company;
Bell & Stevens property ami proposed
improvements; plant and machinery at
llarqiialiala, not valued but can be removed to, and will lw a valuable aset
when erected at Rell & Stevens; (jrcen-fi leases, West
Australia, not valued
hut of considerable and immediate market value.
The board of directors will not proceed
with the reorganization until Mr.
report has been received and is
considered satisfactory.

MORE TROUBLE
The Kdltor

FOR HUGHES.

of tho Cltlxen Will Have to

Perjury,
Pending the issue of the annual report
The following affidavit was made by
and accounts, of the Harquahla Gold
Charles L. Flinn, a resident of Winslow
Mining Co., the directors have sent to the
Arizona, on ThurBday last before Judge
stockholders a circular detailing certain
Laughlin,
at Santa Fe: propositions now before them relative to
)
Tkrkitoky
the acquisition of other properties. The
ok Nkw Mexico,
SB.
J
of
Fe,
County
Santa
Harquahala mines have been exhausted
Charles L. Flinn, being first duly
and future operations there will be consworn, on his oath, Bays: That he is a
fined to the treatment by cyanide of the
resident of the town of Winslow, county
largo stock of tailings which it is exof Navajoe, territory of Arizona; that he
pected will result in an aggregate net
is acquainted with Thomas Hughes ,of
profit of about $100,000 in the next 18
the city of Albuquerque, in the territory
months. In addition to this the comof New Mexico, and has been acquainted
pany had on September 1st cash and
with him for about fifteen years last
liquid assets about $65,000 apart from
passed; that he saw and conversed with
the mining machinery and plant which,
said Thomas Hughes in said town of
however, is not of much value unless
Winslow on or about the 11th day of
utilized in the New Mexico property unOctober, A. D. 1895; that said Thomas
der consideration. Mr. Henry Bratno-ber- ,
Hughes asked alliant in said conversation
one of the engineers who orginally
if alliant had read a certain article which
reported on the Harquahala mines, has
appeared in the Albuquerque Daily Citioffered to hand over to the company on
zen, a newspaper published in said city
the terms on whith he acquired it an
of Albuquerque, which article appeared
option to purchase two leases, aggregatin the issue of said newspaper of the 9th
ing about 27 acres on the Hannan's gold
day of October, 1895, and which reflected
Held, Western Australia, which contains
upon and criticised Thomas Smith, chief
according to the directors, an extension
justice of the supreme court of the terof the Hannan's Reward lode. The op- ritory of New Mexico, and W. B. Child-er- a
tion expired on October 19th, and the
; that affiant replied that he had read
price is 3,400. Captain Tawdrey re-- 1
said article and that is was liable to get
ported favorably on this property.
said Hughes into trouble; that said
The directors have also had under
Hughes then said to alliant that he did
their consideration a property known as
not write said article, but that Neill B.
the Hell & Stevens group of mines at
Field was the man who wrote said article
l'inos Altos, New Mexico, which liad
and gave it to said Hughes, and that ho,
been favorable reported upon by Messrs
said Hughes, published it and got "dam(eorge W. Waring, in 18911, Arthur L.
ned well paid for it, full local rates;" and
Pearse in 1894, J. F. Blandy in 1895.
furnished alliant sayeth not.
These reports were submitted to Mr.
Raymond, who was induced by them to
(Signed)
Chan. L. Fu.vn.
visit and examine the mines and to conSworn to and sulneribcd before me
sequently cable a favorable report to the
this 21th day of OctoU-r- , A. P., 1895.
lnmrd and recommend their imediate acN. B. Lacohmn,
quisition. Mr. Raymond estimates there
Associate Justice S.ipremj C urt, Terriare in sight and immediately available
tory of New Mexico, and Judge of tho
reserves of ore from which a net profit of
1st Judicial district Court .thereof, act$100,000, nuy hi a it:cip:ito.l. The
ing as committing magistrate.
great drawback hitherto to the economOn the strength of this affidavit and
ical working of i lit property has been the
other information, a warrant was issued
want of wmer; this difficulty can be
for Mr. Hughes, who is nov incarcerovercome by the introduction of water
ated in the Bernaillo County jail, refrom iiMipply that exists 6 miles away.
turnable on the 20th of November, Alien
Mr. Raymond has
an option
ho will have toanswer toa eharge.of
over i lie necessary water rignts and
Ii, c i o:
in the water,
with an increase of stamps and
E. E. GANDARA.
other necessary improvements, at $75,-00Upon the completion of these improvements he estimates that a monthGOLD AND SILVERSMITH.
ly net profit of $12,000 to $15,000 may be
anticipated. Mr. Raymond, in his reJewelry Made to Order Repairing
port, lays stress on the faci that nearly,
Neatly Done.
if not all, the plane machinery at Harquahala could be utilized for these
mines. In order to confirm Mr. RayAaron Schutz's little d iuhter, Carri,
PRICES REDUCED.
mond's report the board have arranged swallowed a pin la t S unlay, bir i get- Satisfaction Guaranteed.
with Mr. C. A. Molson,-- the manager of ting along all right.
Yuiilrto Bt. HllvorOlty. N. M.
p
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AT THE END

Or THE SEASON.

Some Reason

Why tlit) Hair of the Summer Hotel Proprietor Turns Gray.
These ure the days when the big sum-

mer hotels at seashore and mountain
begin to cut down expenses in view of
the near close of the season. And thereby hangs a tale, for the cutting down
process is not unattended by trials and
worry, says the New York Herald.
Of course the most expensive thing is
the help. Most great hotels require almost as many servants as they have
guests, and when the guests begin to
(,'0 home by scores the servants have to
be discharged by scores or away go the
profits of the season.
l!ut servants are clannish, and there
comes in the dilllculty. They are only
engaged for a season of indefinite
length, and know that they must go at
its end. But many object to going
while their friends remain, and it often
happens that the lucky ones who are
retained refuse to stay out the remain-;n- g
weeks or days if their friends are
discharged.
So no end of trouble arises, and the.
wretched proprietor acquires gray hairs
in straightening out the difficulties.
Recently tin1 proprietor of one of the
biggest of our nearby seaside hotels,
having lost all but about forty guests,
undertook to reduce the kitchen staff
proportionately.
There w as immediate war, and even
the French chef got red in the face and
declared Hint if he. couldn't have his
force lie would pack up and
get out forthwith. The proprietor
couldn't yield and retain his profits, and
the chief and his assistants were obstinate.
So all that was left for the proprietor
was to throw out the entire force, bag
and baggage, and hustle up to the city
and engage an entirely new force (or
the remaining two weeks of his season.

I!

i"

llüir,.

become hysterical. In fact, it v:i: ..
standing joke on her that on one occasion like this she became absolutely
terrified, and rushing up to a young
man, who was a total stranger to her,
seized him about the neck, sobbing desperately till the cat was taken away.
The girl was thoroughly ashamed of
her weakness, as she culled it, but declared she was absolutely powerless in
the matter. Some instinct it was no
subtle odor told her if a cat were anywhere near her, and the moment she
detected it she straightway lost all her
HE WAS

IViI3CLLm..

Had Tempered His Grief for Ills
Lamented Partner.
There was an old man with a big and
bulky satchel at his feet and a we 'd on

lime

street front of the post

j

'
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one-toe-

d

d

The oldest kn..wn piece of wood is
formed into the Mat.ic of an Egyptian
sheik. The statue is evidently a likeness; the eyes are of crystal, the expression of the face bold and commanding. The man whom it represents has been dead for l,o;)0 years,
and yet the wood c the statue is as
y
perfect
as when turned from
the workshop of the carver.
The olive, oak, laurel, myrtle,
rosemary, cypress, amarinth and parsley are all funereal plants among the
(recles and Romans. "To be in need
of parsley" was a (.recle euphemism indicating the death of the person so described. An Atheuian army once
marching erainst the Lacedemonians was .stampeded on its way out
of the city by meeting two mules laden
with parsk-y- , t:ie omen being that the
whole army would soon be in need of
that article.
The holly in Germany is called
Christ-doror Christ's thorn, the legend being that it was of this plant
that the erow.i of thorns was made; in
France the honor is assigned to the
hawthorn, which is there called the
noble thorn; in Spain the legend assigns the honcr to the bramble; an old
Scotch legend unices the crown to consist of tln .tle bla les: while m the folklore of Lngland the cliinLing rose is
(aid to have been the plant selected by
the persecutors.
-- A star, says Sir Robert S. Bell, is
a mass o matter heated to such an extent that its effulgence is perceived far
and wide. But this heated condition
is exceptional, and though it doubtless
lasts millious of years the temperature must flnilly sink to tliat of space,
where it will remain through all eternity unless ag.iin kindled by accident
into temporary luminosity. The normal and or.l nary state of all the matter of space is cold and
and therefore invisible to us.
A strange sight was seen in London at the great lire in the grain warehouses near Black friar's bridge. As
the buildings, which were on the
water's edge, were burning, a black
mass was seen in the river floating
from the Surrey to the Middlesex side.
It was composed of thousands of rats,
cut oif from escape on the land side.
About ten thousand of them succeeded
in crossing the river, but were then
unable to get up the smooth side of
the Thames embankment and were
carried down stream a. id drowned.
A photograph twenty-sih
and
feet long and three and
feet wide, giving a view of the
recent annual show of the Royal Agricultural society at Syduey, has been
produced by the government printing
office of New South Wales. It was
taken on eight plates, ft teen by twelve
inches in size, and enlarged on bromide
paper. The picture is good, and the
photograph is claimed to be the largest ever produced, succeeding a view
of Sydney, twenty-fou- r
feet long,
which the same office exhibited at Chicago, as the largest
to-da-

WILLING.

his hiit leaning against the (ri.sv.olil
office the other
daVi says the Detroit Free Press, when
a wag who had been hanging around for
the right sort of a man to appear ap- proached him and said:
"I see that the grim destroyer has invaded your hearthstone?"
"The which?" asked the old man.
"The grim destroyer the angel of
death. I take it your wife lias gone
hence."
"Yes, gone hence."
"Allow me to extend ray heartfelt
sympathies."
"Yes, you kin extend 'em."
"You must be lonely."
"Yes, purty lonely."
"I have lost the partner of my own
bosom and I know how it feels. You
seem to be all alone in this great
world."
"Yes, that's the feelin'."
"Life appears to be a desert to you?"
"Yes, a reg'lar desert, with sand a
foot deep."
"Hut in your loneliness in the seeming emptiness of your life has it not
occurred to you that you could do some-- 1
DRIVEN INTO HYSTERICS.
hing to add to the happiness of your
i
uu l'runtlo at the
Vniinir Wiinriii
fellowman?"
Mglit
i'i'.'t i" f i Cat.
"Yes, it has."
It's a subject that is frequently
"And will you do it?"
talked about, but it is a fact that the
"I will. It's 'leven months now since
natural an'.iputhie.; between certain my wife was taken away and if you'll
persons an I certain animals furnish point me out a woman about forty
fresh food for wou.ler a:nl conjecti're years old who wants to get married I'll
knows well pap the question so quick that it will
Hveryo.u!
constantly.
that the majority make her heels lift up. You betcher
enough the aver.si-horrifyof people have Tor sxtkes-t- he
l'.fe I want to do something for my
ing dread that their presence excites. rellerman and I'm waitin' right here to
Many persons also "hale eats," as they get another sight of a woman whom
term it. T.ieir soft, stealthy moveI've follered fur three miles and winked
ments excite a distrust that frequently at over a dozen times."
amounts t aversion. It is seldom,
however, tír.it this i so pronounced as
Fingers ml I l oen.
in a casa w dc'i exútvl considerable
There is one curious fact respecting
comment i i :'.U y row itly. says the the animal creation with which you
New York Tribuna. It was of a young
will never become acquainted if you dewoman who had always had a most unpend on your text books for informaconquerable dread of the feline creation. It is this: No living representatures, and she actually could not entive of the animal kingdom has more
dure the presence of one in the room than five toes, digits or claws to each
without losing control of herself com- foot, hand or limb. The horse is the
pletely. She was so sensitive in this type of
creation, the camel of
part ie'ulur that her family declares that the two-toethe rhinoceros of the
upon entering a room, if there was a three-toeand the hippopotamus of
cat concealed anywhere within it. she four-toe- d
animal life. The elephant
would at once detect its presence, and and hundreds of other animals belongunless it were removed at once would ing to different orders belong to the
' '"d tribu.
"
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FATHtR'S TÉMERITY.

Fought a Lion with Ills Flats to Release
Hli Child.
An English missionary in Africa was
sitting in his tent door when he saw a
party of natives approaching. They
were bringing to him a boy whose head
was covered with a piece of calico, on
removing which the missionary saw
two deep furrows, one on each side of
the scalp. The wounds had been made
by a lion a few evenings before, says
the Youth's Companion. The boy had
been brought to the Englishman for
treatment, and while he did what he
could for the sufferer the men related
what the missionary calls "as curious a
lion adventure as I ever heard."
The party were on their way to the
coast, and at night had made fires and
lain down to sleep. Suddenly they
were awakened by the deep growls of
a lion. It had leaped among them, and
had already seized a boy, whose screams
mingled with the horrid growls of his
captor.
The men ran this way and that in
their terror, each thinking of his own
safety. Not so the boy's father. He
was big and strong, and besides, it was
bis child who was screaming. He had
no time to snatch up so much as a
spear, but went straight at the lion,
and struck it again and again full in
its face with his clenched fist, all the
while uttering fierce cries of anger.
The lion was cowed; it relinquished
its hold of the boy, and sprang away
into the darkness, leaving the father
with his bleeding son in his arms.
The scattered company came together
again, replenished the fires, and took
eare of the lad's wounds as best they
could. Now they had brought him
to the missionary, who washed his
wounds with carbolic acid and water
and bound them up. The patient was
doing well when the missionary last
saw him, more than a week later.
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logs io a market they were lloateil
down rivers, and it was while he had
many thousands of them in the form of
a raft that the logs were confiscated by
representatives of an English comThe fird of American Newspapers,
pany.
Cheek had the stars and stripes CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.
pinned to his rafts, and he called on
the American officials for assistance.
They failed to come to the rescue, the
logs were confiscated and Cheek acConstitution, tlm American
cordingly sued the government for American
Men. the American Spirit. These Hint, last
damages.
The officials at Washington question tlll(j n ,u tImi forever.
the rigat of Liieek to fly the American
St) a year
Dully, by mull
flag in the situation he was then in.

THE SUN.

QUEER SHAMPOO.
The WhUkhroom

Hoy (Jot HIh InstrucItatlMT Mixed.

Tully and Sunday, liy mall

$S

a year

The Weekly

51

a

year

tion
In one of the hotel barber shops a
small Italian boy named Joe officiates
villi the Wilis'.: broom. The other day,
aya the Iiulfalo Express, the hotel
lusekceper sent down to the proprietor is the greatest Sunday Newspaper
a' the shop and asked him to fix her up
in the world.
He fixed it and
i b:llle of shampoo.
i. jld
Joe to take it up to the housePrice 5c- a copy. By mail, $2 a year.

The Sunday Sun

-

keeper.-

"You tell her," said the barber, "to
take half a teacup of the shampoo and
put it in two teacups of water and
apply."
Joe took the shampoo and went up to
the housekeeper with it. In a short
time he came back, and the barber
asked: "Give it to her all right?"
"Yes," said Joe.
"With the directions?"
"Yes," said Joe, again.
Half an hour later the barbernoticed
the houseeper out in the ball, looking
curiously into the shop. He walked
out to where she was.
"Hello," she said. "Which is it? Are
you drunk or crazy?"
"What do you mean?" asked the
barber, with much dignity.
"You must be one or the other, judging from the message you sent up with
ONE AMERICAN IN SIAM.
that shampoo."
"What message did I send?"
Sent a a Mlmloitiry, Hit Became the
C
IC li
"Joe told me you said to tell me to
un 'dor.
There died in Shun a few days ago make a cup of tea and put it in the botan American named Marian A. Cheek, tle and lie about it!"
who had been a resident of that counNew Words from Africa.
try for twenty-twyears, and at the
An important linguistic expedition
time of h's death wa t one of the most
distinguished and influential men in into Africa has just been completed by
Uev. Charles Robinson, who was sent
that land, g:i.v:í the li.iston Globe.
years ago as a out by the Haussa dictionary. He first
Sent the;vtweiKy-Uv- o
medical ni,s:.ii:i:iry under the auspices went to Tripoli and Tunis, where there
of the I'rcs'iyterian church, at the age are Haussa colonics, and then by way
of twenty y ..Mrs, ho gradually rose in of the Niger and the Bcnue reached
power and wealth until he became t!ie Kami, the commercial center of Haussa
r
most intimate counselor of the Siamese land. In returning from Kano to
on the Niger he traversed four
king.
'fr. a family consisting of hundred and twenty-fiv- e
miles where
Mr. Che;-'- ;
no European had ever been.
He
a wife and f ;ir children, who have resided in Oakland for the last two years. brought back three thousand new
words for a dictionary, materials for a
Mrs. Cheek rejoivcd a cablegram recently announcing the death of her Haussa grammar and manuscripts conhusband. At the time of his death he taining history and historical and rewas pressing a claim against the ligious songs. The Haussa is the most
L'nited Stales government for several important language of northern Africa.
hundred thousand dollars alleged to be The people who speak it extend from
due on account of negligence of Ameri- the Niger region across to Soudan and
cover a territory nearly one thousand
can officials in Siain.
Mr. Cheek a number of years a,?o miles square; they are very industrious
and are the only nation that Mr. Stan-le- v
obtained a concession fro i lUo kiivj t
met that esteemed b.ioks.
i.s
''nn out a teak forest, l.i
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'ABttW Is incurable:
Seminal WeakneBa, EiiiIsnIoiin, Fnrtliil
or Totul Impotence, Ilrulu KxhaiiNtlon,
I.ohmpm,
Indiscretion,
t'orgeifiilnetiM,
NleeplesNncss, etc. But natures own remedy must be scientifically used. It is KhlA'.'
from the following

TIIK ITY.and the greatest possible perfection
for its application is attained in the
I)r. Nnnden Electric Belt. This invention has been sold and given complete satisfaction for nearly thirty years, ana we refer
sufferers to hundreds of cures in every Stnte.
Throw drugs to the dogs, and join our army
of cures in blessing the greatest boon ever
:;Wen weak rucu. This belt also cures:

o

well-kno-

Rheumatism, Lame Back,
L;iinbaffo;Dy.si)epsia,Ki(lney

Eg-.fa-

r.:ul Liver Complaints,

general

1

pocket edition of
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ami

ill-heal- th.

irutcd book
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Three Classes of Men,"
he sent free, sealed, upon application,
man should read it. It in the only lull
ever
complete guide for
'bured. Free io everybody. Nend lor U.
'11
iv.'i-1

rhe Sanden Electric Co.,
To. 828 BUteonth St., Denver, Col.
'j T.'ew York, Chicago fc London, Kn(r.
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FOüD FOR FIVE MILLIONS.

VH!XKSlAY, Ot'TOUKTí ;(

18hó.

toll was received on 40,82 Canadian
and 27,298 United States sheep. The
total number of animals entering
Holloway market last year was:
Beasts, 104,193; sheep, 910,430; calves.
5,207, and pigs, 597. The very small
number of pigs is accounted for by the
fact that the pig market was closed
for the greater portion of the year
owing to the prevalence of swine
fever.
If London had to depend for its meat
supply solely upon the number of live
cattle that arrive, its wants would be
but inadequately met. Of late years
there has sprung up an extraordinary
trade in frozen and chilled meats. So
far as beef is concerned, America, of
course, leads the way, and some idea
of the steady growth of this trade, and
the proportion which the supplies of
American refrigerated beef which
is simply chilled, not frozen, as is genA Tale of Two Nations
erally supposedbears to the total of
supplies of meat of all descriptions should
be read by every
which comes into the central meat
market, may bo gleaned from a state- one wh.o lias read Coin's
ment made by the chairman of the
Financial School.
n
Hammond company. In 1837 the
was only 7 per cent.; ten years1
The book can be obtained
later it was 0 per cent; and last year'
the proportion was 22 per cent. This free by any subscriber to
this means tlut one joint of beef out
who pays a
of every three consumed in London Tiik
and immediate district is American re- year's subscription in adfrigerated beef. Tiie quantity of this
It will open the
beef sold in the central meat market vance.
for eight months to the end of August eyes of thousands who are
last year, exceeded that sold during
the corresponding period of the pre- unacquainted with the parvious year by 21,713.020 pounds. But
debeef is only one thing. The importa- ticulars concerning the
tions of frozen mutton ami lamb dur- monetization of silver.
ing 1894 show tho highest aggregates;
Send in your subscripyet reported from New Zealand,
tralia und tho River Platte, and these tion todav.
classes of meat seem to be steadily increasing in public favor, as they well
'
deserve to do.
SILVER'S CHAMPION.
Then there is Leadenhall market.
No statistics as to the quantity disTIIK
posed of at this market are available,
very
meat
alono it is
but of
consider ROCKY MOUNTAIN
NEWS
able, und to till.--, have to be added the
KstnhlKhi'd 1HIÍ.
poultry and the game. Of poultry, V.
J. Gordon, in his interesting book on
"How Loudon Lives," savs the Great1
THRMtf OF SUiiSRIPTION.
Eastern company alone brings to the
3,01.)
tons per annum.
metropolis over
(IN ADVANOli.)
Oame ulso arrives in very large quantities and some years ago. according to
DAILY.
tho same uuthority, a
mall
by
Ono
year.
i"'3
salesman estimated that there were
I"!
shipped from Leadenhall alone in Six months by mull
I'110,
Three months !y mail
twelve months:
""
One month by mall
i

ATALE
TWO
NATIONS.
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The Great Masa Daily Consumed
by the People of London.
Tona Upon Tom of Fresh Meats

and Game
Required to Fill the Hungry Stomachs of the Dwellers In the
World's Metropolis.

There are within the limits of the
metropolis no fewer than 5,000,000 human beings each oí whom has every
day to be provided with food. To set
forth fully the particulars on this
point would be impossible, and we
shall only
at one or two of the
staple supplies, respecting1 which we
have been able to secure something
like reliable information. In spite of
the growth of vegetarianism in recent
years, the vast majority of the residents in these islands still believe in
"the roast l)Lef of old England." In
London this is especially the case; and
when yuii come to think how many of
tho millions of this vast metropolis
eat meat at least once a day, some idea
may be formed of the extraordinary
resources that must exist to meet the
demand.
These resources are to a
large extent beyond the sea. Not only
does London itself not furnish any of
the cattle killed for consumption, but
thoso sent from the provinces and from
Scotland and Ireland only go to form a
fraction of the meat consumed in LonThe larger proportion comes
don.
from the United States, Canada, the
River Platte, New Zealand and Australiaeither dead or as live cattle.
The latter are landed at Deptford and
at Birkenhead, at which places they
are killed.
Live cattle from abroad, intended for
tho Loudon meat market, are, as we
have said, landed at Birkenhead and
Practically, all the cattle
Deptford.
arriving at Deptford are from tho
United States and Canada; none from
European ports are admitted at the
present time. There is splendid accommodation for tho largest steamers
at tho Deptrord jetties, and last year
cattle there,
48U of them discharged
being an increase of 12(1 as compared
with the previous year. The total
number of animals landed at Deptford
being
last year was 237,615-174,- 843
beasts, aud 03,803 slieep. Immediately
on arrival, the cattle are examined by
the government inspector to see that
they aro freo from disease, then they
are run into sheds, where they remain
comes. No
till their timo of
animal is allowed to leave Deptford
alive; slaughter houses exist here, not
in twos and threes, but in whole
streets and all the meat is, of course,
sent to Loudon.
Another of the feeders of Smlthfleld
meat market is the Metropolitan cattle market at Ilolloway. The cattle
disposed of here come from all quarters of England, Scotland and Ireland.
There are at present, and have been
for some time, orders of the board of
agriculture in foroe prohibiting cattle
from Canada, the United States and
nil continental countries, but last year
pole-axin-
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150.000
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Sunday edition. (HI paves.) year
Daily Kdltlons include the Sunday.

Irish plover
Egyptian quail.. 3.U

To these quantities have tobe added:

Pigeons
Goose
Duoks
Turkoys.

I

400.00)1
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Hares
Hubblts
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WEEKLY.
One year, by mall. In advance
Sample copies of either edition

11.00

ippllca- -

3.0,0)0 UoaiesUo fowlsi, 000,000 tlon,
104,000

And these do not by any means exhaust the list The figures and facts Tho News Is tlioonly consistent champion
stated will, however, give some idea of of sliver In the west, and should be In every
the enormous quantity of meat and home In the west, and In the hands of every
poultry and game that every year finds miner und business man In Now Mexico.
Send In your subscription at once.
its way iuto the capacious maw of hunAll communications must be addressed to
gry London.
Iludget.
News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
cr
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THE MAFIA

OF ITALY.

d
Origin of the
Hoclety-TMassacre of Palermo.
Crime-staineas it is
Blood-Staine-

hc

Mrs. A. B. Laird left yesterday morning for a visit to her mother at Sterling,
Kansas.

NO

FUN ABOUT IT

ROSENBERG,

E.
and
Henry Martin, the Tine Ciénega catghastly with murder every step of its
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.
tortuous, secret career, the Mafia of tle owner, made a shipment Monday to
Italy sprang into being from an in- Texas, to where he is removing his T promises ynu faithfully. In tliu long run
you Hliull save Imlf your money, by lmvliuc
spiration of patriotism, but its very stock.
your work neatly unci promptly done to suit
birth was heralded by a libation of
Services at tho M. E. church next yourself, at K. KOSEMiEUG'8
blood.
Silver Olty.N. M
The Mafia society is over six hundred Sunday as usual. All are cordially inyears old, having its origin at the re- vited to attend all of these services.
volt of Palermo, which took place durJohn J. Bell Esq. was a passenger on
ing an Easter ceremonial in the subthe
yesterday's train, for Hillsboro, on
urbs of that city, in the year 1282. A
legal
business in the court now in sesbeautiful young girl and her betrothed,
in accordance with the quaint and sion there.
primitive customs of that people, apRev. A. A. Hyde will preach at Pinos Bicycles, Guns and Revolvers
proached the Church of the Holy Altos
next Sunday afternoon at 3.
Promptly Repaired.
Ghost to be united in marriage at its
Ruten KouhoimIiIu.
altar, unci while the lover sought the o'clock. All are cordially invited to
padre in the little room at the rear of attend this service.
Yiuiklu St. Sliver City, N. M.
the building his bride paused upon the
Aaron Scliutz has completed the ex
threshold.
tensive
repairs on the Broadway hotel
As she stood there a drunken sergeant of the French garrison, named which he purchased of Mrs. Black last
Driiet, strode up behind her, threw his August. He expended several thousand
Dealers in
arm about her waist and Tcissed her. dollars and the hotel now presents
With a cry of horror she tore herself much finer appearance than it ever did
DRY GOODS,
from his grasp and turned to fly, but before. Mr. Si'linty, is a man who never
the heel of her slipper caught in the does things by halves
GROCERIES,
and his invest
coping of tlio stone pavement and she
CHINAWARE,
fell, striking her head against a sharp inent is likely to prove a very profitable
one.
projection oí the cornice.
and NOTIONS.
At that instant the returning lover's
Kxrurxion líate.
eyes fell upon her prostrate form, and
Between the dates' of June 1st and We also curry a good line
with the savage fury of a wild beast
September 30th, the Atchison, Topi kaand
he threw him ;elf upon Druet, bore him sama
re líaiiroatl (o will hell from
in SHOES, and GENTS
to the earth and drove his stiletto to Silver City, round trip iickets to various
the wretch s heart, crying: "Morte alia eastern ami northern tioints at. greatlv
FURNISHING.
r rancia!
ueutli to the trench!")
reduced rates, limited for return until B
f
A UP
ST. NEXT TO KELLY'S
I'LL
There was-moment's pause of October fllst, 18!)5.
HARNESS
SHOP.
silence, and then thut maddened cry
Having recently shortened our time
became the roar of infuriated thou- - from Silver City to eastern points, we
sands. It swelled and deepened; it ftru l,ow in position to place our patrons
took more solemn meaning it became 'n Kansas City, St. Louis, or Chicago,
niitionalued-a- nd
then burst forth: lwe'v'! ijours anean ot any other line
our hating Hoiihos are iiiietiualed. roiul
i ..i.i
EVo,.,. ioiio
i.M....
olí
modern
(J
('Death to the French is Italy's cry!") ,)llH.mo(ot''
information regarding
or Kcventy-t-v- o
hours armed bands ni.
,imit ,onn(1,lionH) tt(,
heu.ied by the father and betrothed of H. M
Steckcri Agenti si)vt,. vhy or
1
am still prepared to
w.iu mp:íh kw,
uimu wo aililress iS. Uapeland, Ueneral Agent
French
at El Paso, Texas.
furnish FRUIT TREES
But retribution was to come after
suitable for this climate in
this carnival of blood, and in dread of
$500 Reward
the vengeance of the French nation
Persons conthe.se unhappy people formed them- For any case of Bhoitniatisni which can- any number.
not be cured with Dr. Prnnimond's
selves uto secret organizations with Lightning
Remedies. Internal and ex- templating' planting trees
the password and name of the society ternal ; relieves
at once; cure guaranteed.
made up of the initial letters of the Restores stiff joints, drawn cords, anil will find it to
interest
words which compose that fateful hardened tilínteles. If your druggist has
death cry, thus forming Mafia.
not .(jot it, do not take auvthing else. to write me, and if I have
Its object was resistance to oppress Send description of your case, take the
sion. ami as the lapo of years added ti agency, anil secure your own treatment not in stock what is desired,
h
its power und influence it stretched free. Ilruiuinond Medicine Co., 84
I can readily secure the
its hand against the rich ami sail St. New York.
ini.ihty in behalf o,' the poor and down- same at reasonable rates
1
Von Want a (noil itam li.
it is tho hideous cloak
trod leu.
of the assassin of the night. London
A f rsi c
in the vicinity of and in all varieties. Atlress:
V.'eo San Juan Co., N. M., offered at a
ba .'n. F.ifin tools and stock included,
RonciKiv'S,
She Called Hlra a Donkey
Sh epta'tcii as pari
aynent. If you
there is a fine collecbusiness, 'Inn E.wimc, Silver City.
tion of plawnts hero," said Dudely N. M., if prepared to give you a bargain.
AGENTS to solicit
Canesucker, at the New York flower Write now forpartioulars.
orden by sample lor our
6how, to Miss Bondclipper.
Wool Panti to order $3.
"Yes, they are very fine," observed
Coin's financial series is worth reading.
" Suite " " $16.
Miss Daisy Bondclipper.
"Coin's Financial School," "A Tale of
" Overcoat! " $12.
"I'm very fond of plants, myself, Two Nations" or "Coin up to Date" may
Big Inducements to the
Do you know the b1 obtained at Tin: Eao'.k ollice free by
doncher know.
right parties. Address
sul
name of my favorite plawnt?"
to
a
year's
paying
Tun
otnn
GUARANTEE TAILORING Co
"I think 1 can namo it. It's the iíaw.b in ad vaneo. The liooks ell ai 25
Grand St., N. Y.
cents each.
thistle, isn't it?" -- Texas liftings
d

to-da- y,
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J. SMITH,

General Repair Shop.

FUNG YUEN & Co,
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i
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VALUE
Wtaely

OF FOOD.

and Throw Physio

IS

AY. (M'TOl'.M!
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externally as well as internally.
Lemons for feverish thirst in

sick-

V I'. UN

'.:.

1

Oltli'lnl

ness, for biliousness, low fevers, rheumatism, colds, coughs, liver complaint,
etc.
Blackberries as a tonic. Useful in
all forms of diarrhea.
Tomatoes are a powerful aperient for
foods.
The intelligent housemother is test- the liver, a sovereign remedy for dysing the value of this assertion in her pepsia and for indigestion. Tomatoes
daily ordering of tho meals of her are invaluable in all conditions of the
household, for her lately acquired system in which the use of calomel is
knowledge of dietetics has put her on indicated.
Figs are aperient and wholesome.
the way to such enlightenment.
A
list of food remedies compiled by the They are said to be valuable as a food
for those suffering from cancer; they
Housekeeper is condensed and
and worth cutting out and are used externally as well as interpasting in the back of the family re- nally.
Bananas are useful as a food for
ceipt book:
Celery is invaluable as a food for those suffering from chronic diarrhea.
Apples are useful in nervous dyspepthose suffering from any form of rheumatism; for diseases of the nerves and sia; they are nutritious, medicinal and
vitalizing; they aid digestion, clear the
nervous dyspepsia.
Lettuce is useful to those suffering voice, correct the acidity of the stomach, are valuable in rheumatism, infrom insomnia.
somnia and liver troubles. An apple
Water crees is a remedy for scurvy.
Peanuts for indigestion; they are es- contains ns much nutriment as a potato
pecially recommended for corpulent in a pleasuuter and more wholesome
diabetes. Peanuts are made into a i o rm.
Grapes dilute thick blood, send the
wholesome and nutritious soup, are
browned and usd as coffee, are eaten circulation to the surface, remove obas a relish, simply baked, or are pre- structions from liver utul lungs, dissolve and dislodge gravel and calculi,
pared and served as salted almonds.
Salt to check bleeding at the lungs, and bring tiie stomucli and bowels to a
and as a nervine and tonic for weak, healthy condition.
Pieplant is wholesome and aperient,
invalids. Combined with
hot water is useful for certain forms of is excellent for rheumatic sufferers,
and useful for purifying the blood.
dyspepsia, liver complaint, etc.
Onions are almost the best nervine Detroit Free Press.
known. No medicine is so useful in
The Skunk's Ulte.
cases of nervous prostration, and there
"Is the skunk a danierous animal?
is nothing else that will so quickly reshould say so," remarked E. P. Glaze,
lieve and tone up a worn-ou- t
system. of St. Louis, the other d:iy. "I know
Unions are useful in all cases of coughs, very many people will be surprised at
colds-- , and influenza; in consumption,
the assertion, but there is one species
insomnia, hydrophobia, scurvy, gravel of this unpopular tribo that is as much
and kindred liver complaints. Eaten to be dreaded as a rattL-snuke-,
as I
every day, they soon have a clearing learned one year while sojourning in
and whitening effect on the complexwestern Texas. One nl.fht in midsumion.
mer a party of us wro camping out on
Spinach is useful to those suffering tho prairie of Llano county, when we
with gravel.
were awakened by the screams of a
Asparagus is used to induce perspir- colored boy who had been taken along
ation.
to cook for the outfit He said that
Carrots for sufferers from asthma.
something had bitten him, and
Turnips for nervous disorders and ination showed that his hoad was pret- -'
for scurvy.
ty badly torn. There was unmistakaRaw beef proves of great benefit to ble evidences of a skunk in the vicini-ty- ,
persons of frail constitution, and to
and there was no doubt that it had
those suffering from consumption. It wone tho deed. The sequel is that
is chopped fine, seasoned with salt, and
days later the boy died a most horheated by placing it in a dish in hot rible death of hydrophobia. I learned
water. It assimilates rapidly and af- that it was not arare thing for the bite
fords the best of nourishment
oi these miserable little cats to produce
Eggs contain a large amount of nu- tho dread ailment, ond several well autriment in a compact, quickly availa- thenticated cases of t occurred before
ble form. Eggs, especially the yolks I left the state. Some people think hyof eggs, are useful in jaundice. Beaten drophobia finds its origin in these aniup raw with sugar are used to clear mals." Washington Post
and strengthen the voice. With sugar
111! KOUHOn.
and lemon juice the beaten white of
She
was
proud of her ears,
rather
egg is used to relieve hoarseness.
and she blushed with pleasure when he
Honey is wholesome, strengthening,
blurted out:
clcansintr, healing and nourishing.
"I'm mighty glad you never had
Fresh ripe fruits are excellent for
purifying the blood and toning up the your ears pierced."
"Why?" she asked, in expectation of
system. As specific remedies, oranges
are aperient Sour oranges are highly a compliment.
"Why, hang it all, it costs money to
recommended for rheumatism.
buy
earrings," he returned.
Watermelon for epilepsy and for yelThat's why sho considers him a mean
low fever.
Crnnhorries for erysipelas; are used thing. Chicago Post.

Directory.

PKDKIIAI..

to the Dog.
There will come a time, says a recent writer, when no medicine will be
administered, except in acute and sudden attacks. Disease will be cured by

Thomas
V. i

,

i

to ConpresH
Governor
Serreta ry
Chief Justice

ft. Ciitrcm.
or i.

Lorion Miller.

Thomas Smith.
N. C, (Sillier,
II. 11. Hamilton,

1

Artnoelut.es

N. II. l.tMii'lilIn,

ii. i'. uiiiii.z.
W. II. Walton. Clerk Third Judicial District
('luirles F. Kasley.
Surveyor Uenenil
U. 8. Collector
Charles M. Shannon.
.1. II. Ileiniiilnirwiiy.
f.S. District Attorney
U . h. r icliul
F.dwurd I Hall.
II. W, l.onmis.
Deputy U.S. Marshal
J. W. Kleinlii!?,
Coal Mine Inspector
I. S.Register
.1. II Walker. Santa He
Land Office
I'edio Delirado. Santa He Hec'v'r Land OHlce
John I. Hryan. LiisCruccs Reg'r band Oftlce
J. I'. Awaratf. I.hh Cruces, Rec'v'r L'd Otlicu
If chard Young. Uoswell
Keir'r Land Office
(?. CoHLTove, Itoswell.
Hec'v'r Lund office
W. W, lloylc. Clayton.
Keg'r Land Office
II. C, I'lckcls. Clayton.
Hec'v'r Land Office
TKItltlTOItlAI..

J. I. Victory.
Solicitor (íeiieral
J. II. ()! t. Santa He.
District attorney
K. I . Yo"ii í. Las Cruces.
T. N. Wll ei'Kon. Alh'que.
A. II. Ilarllee. Silver City.
II. M, Daujiherty, Socorro.
A. A. Jones. Las Venas.
John Franklin. Eddy.
Librarian
Jose Segara.
( lerk Supreme Court
II. S, Clancy.
K. II, Kei'inann.Huperlnti ndent I'cnltuntlury
Adjutant Uuncras
(Jen. W. KnaelH-l- .

Treasurer

Samuel F.ldodt,
Marcelino Lian la.
Amado Cha vex.
M. S. Mart.

Auditor

Supt, of School I
Coal Oil Inspector

CWMIT OP PUIVATR I,ANICI.A1MX.

Joseph It. lieed. of Iowa. Chief Justice.
Associate J. slices Wllliur H. Stone, of Colorado! liornas C. K u Her of North Carolina!
William M. Murny. of Tennessee; Henry 0.
Slnsrt. o' Nans :s.
of Missouri. United
MiihO. Ueyuolds.
States Attorney.

thin-blood-

'

COI'NTY.

I'roliate Judge

R. V. Newshani.
N". A. Hollch.
K. M, Young.

1

Treasurer

I'roliate Clerk
Sheriff
Collector
Assessor
Surveyor
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
School Superintendent

Ilaylor Shannon.
A. It, Laird.
T. N. ühllders.

U. K. Ilrowu.

J.

I'plou.

N.

A.

J.Clark.

Thomas Foster
H. T. Link.

CITV

J.

Mayor

Fleming.

W.

Treasurer
fieri;
Attorney

II. Ai.r h n .
. .ii,
I'. i.otvnZ,
Hrank Writflit,

Marshal

Cantley,

C. L,

IIOAIID OK EDUCATION.

Hciinctt,

C.

I!. L. I'owel.

Win. Itrahiu.

COI'NCII.MKN.

White.
Martin Mu her
M. K.

Jas. Oillett.

Ceo. D. Jones.

PI HE I1KPAHTMP.NT.

Chief
lion, un lir.ulley
Assistant Chief
t liltchlll
foreman. H. H. Hose Co.
Foreman. J. W. H. Moso Co
Sieve I'hlH
W. I', Lorenz Foreman. Hook and LadderCo
Ht. George Rohlnson

C. C.

Silver City Post Olllee.
Olllce open dally except Sunday from

lo

7

p, III.

a.ni

Open Sundays f rtnn U to 0:40 a. nt .. mid one
h iti' uiter arrival of railway mall.
Money order department open dally except
Sundays from 8 a. m. to II p.m.

closes for Fort llayiird. Central,
Georgetown and all railroad points

.Mull

Man-ove-

r.

dul-

ly itt U:25 ii. m.
Mail closes for Mogollón and all Intermedial! points at 8 a, m Mondays, Wednesdays

un

I

Fridays.

Mall closes for I'lnos Altos dully except

I

t'uidays at 4:15 p. m.
Mull arrives from tho east, west and south
dully at 4 p. ni,
Mall arrives from Mogollón and Intermediate points at T a. hi., Wednesdays, Fridays
and Sundays.
Mull arrives from Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays it U:80 a. in.
I., A.Skkm.y.
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THK KAfiLK:
PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

FIRESIDE FRAGMENTS.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
VIII practice In all the courts of tho territory. Otllce cornor Texas and
Npring streets.
SILVER CITY
N. M.
I AMES S. FIELDER.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Officii In Broadway Hotel
SILVER CITY
.
.
.
X. M.
ATTORNEY

Fried Apples.

AT LAW.

SILVER CITY
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
District Attorney for Comities
TCMIM

7

Grant

of

-

l

i(iTJ-S',,rr--

N. M.

"

H. HARLLEE.

N;

M.

M. G1NN.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Will p met leu In all the Courts
of

tlie

Territory.

flLVER CITY

0

N.

M.

T. IMIILLII'H.

I'HVSICIAN AND SURGEON.
ÍMItr Store. Rooms at

at Ualley's

Onice

MLVEU

CITY

.

-

j

ü I LHEiTt!
U'lLLI
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.
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s.,EeRl,,v,',wl,y.,,,,'t,k:

.

N

M

"

SECRET SOCIETIES.
A.M.

J

S,ííí;r.,if.1,ty
"iPlfr. No. 2. Masonic
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Select only mod

Ginger Cream. Take four ounces
oi preserved ginger, cut in small slices,
two spoonfuls of the ginger sirup, four
yolks of eggs and a quart of cream.
Place over the fire till it thickens, but
do not boil. Sweeten with a half pound
of sugar; whisk until cold, and freeze.
Harper's liazar.
Tomato Catsup. For each gallon
of ripe tomatoes use four tablespoon-iul- s
of black pepper, three tablespoon-- f
uls of ground mustard, one teaspoon-fu- l
of allspice, one teaspoonful of
cloves and a wee pinch of cayenne.
Simmer slowly for three or four hours,
then strain through a sieve, bottle and
cork securely. One feels safer if the
corks and the tops of the bottles are
uippeu into not wax. Farm and Home.
Pineapple Sherbet Peel and chop
one large or two small pineapples, and
put the fruit in a saucepan with one
quart of water and cook slowly half an
hour. Take a penerous pint each of
sugar and water, place in a pan over
the fire and let it come to a boil. Bub
the cooked pineapple through a sieve,
and add the boiling syrup and cook for
five minutes longer.' Cool and freeze.
Ices are best served in glasses. Boston
Budget
Miss Daniell's Custard. One quart
of milk, yolks of six egars, one cup of
sugar, one pint of cream, one teaspoonful of flavoring. Make a boiled cus
tard with milk, sugar and eggs; strain,
and when cool, add cream and more
sugar. If desired, together with the
flavoring. Beat the whites of the eggs,
and add just before freezing. If the
cream is to be molded, add one
of gelatine that has been
soaked one hour in
f
cup of cold
cream that has been reserved from rule.
Housekeeper.
Tlmbale. Beat six eggs well,
mix with them a teacupful of chicken
Drotn or stoctc, ada a teaspoonful of
salt, a dash of pepper, a teaspoonful of
chopped parsley and fifteen drops of
ouiou juice, obtained by cutting a
slice from a large onion and pressing
tho remainder against a grater. Ponr
this mixture into a buttered dish after
till the. ingredients are well incorporated. Set the dish into another containing hot water and bake. Serve
with tomato or cream sauce. Ohio
Farmer.
Coffee as a Deodorizer. A sprinkling of fresh ground coffee will keep
game sweet for several days. Soon
after the game is shot, wipe off the
blood, cover the wounded parts with
absorbent paper, wrap up the heads,
and then sprinkle ground coffee over
and amongst the feathers or fur, as
the case may be; pack up carefully,
and the game will be preserved sweet
and fresh in the most unfavorable
weather, (fame sent open and looso
cannot, of nourse, be treated in this
manner, lint all game packed in boxes
table-spoonf-
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NATION.

Silver City
(leming
Nutt
Rincón
Las Cruces
El I'aso
II.

.l.

lie parts.
n:M- a. m.
n. in.
a, in.
1M0 p. m.

12"'.'13:

4:.'i5

'

7:40 p. m.

Ari'lv es.
Aaent

Si KCKKii.

I8D5.
. hampers
muy. A teaspoonful ot
coffee is enough for a brace of birds,
uinl iu this proportion for more or

erately tart apples, cut In slices across larger birds. Liverpool (Eng.) Merso that they will be circular; let the cury.
slices be half an inch thick. Brown in
hot fat in a frying pan and sprinkle WEATHER IN HIGH ALTITUDES.
with powdered suffar. Prairie Farmer.
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Signal Station!

the Mountains of
and America.

In

En-ro-

In a paper recently read before the
Huston Scientific sociuty Mr. Rotch, of

the Blue Hill observatory, makes some

statements about

high-altitud-

sta-

e

tions for meteorological observation.
The first summit station in the world
was that established in 1870 upon
Mount Washington, at au elevation of
il.SSO feet.
Some remarkable observations have been made there, such, for
instance, as a temperature of fifty degrees below zero during the progress
of a gale blowing at 1H4 miles an hour.
The station at Pike's Peak, 14,134 feet
lugh, has been closed, and there are
now but two summit stations in tho
United States where observations are
made regularly, viz., at the Lick observatory and at lilue hill, near Bos-toThe highest meteorological station in the world is that maintained
by Harvard college observatory in
Peru, at the summit of El Misti, 10,300
feet. It is visited several times a
month by one of the staff of the Harvard observatory below, at Arequipa,
who attends to its
checks the readings, etc.
A splendid chain of
stations exista in France, including those
ni Mount Ventoux, tl.IiiiO feet, and the
Pio ilu Midi, U.440 ejt. Tho highest of
t.ie' stations established by M. Valiot
on or near Mount Blanc is at the
Uochers des Bosses, 14.3Í0 feet, which
is provided with sel. recording instruments capable of running two week
without attention, and is in use during
the summer. Tho Mont Blanc obser-vatorof M. Janssen is not yet in operation; it has an altitude of 15,780 .eel.
The highest permunent observatory
now in u6e in Europe is the Sonnbliuk
station, 10.170 feet, in the Austriua
Alps, which hus given valuable results.
Switzerland and Italy have well located and equipped mountain stations,
und the one on Ben Nevis, in England,
though not so high, has given a ten
years' unbroken series of hourly observations. Of course it is possible to
iend
instruments up m
balloons to a much greater height
than a person could reach and be ublo
to breathe.
An ultitude of ten miles
und over hus been reached by this
means in Froncu, and lust July in
Urmauy, with very valuable results.
Kites ulso have carried anemometers
to considerable heights with good
Dr. Uerson last year reached an
ultitude of 30,000 feut. or nearly six
miles, making from his balloon soind
rery significant observations upon
temperature and humidity, winds and
clouds, in a seldom visited region.
Ho is said to have suffered
little from
the diminishing pressure of the atmosphere jit this great height probably
because of his inhalation of oxyge.i
from time to time. St. Louis
high-altitud-
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